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Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) Great idea                   c) That sounds good

b) Why not                     d) That’s not a good idea.

Zehra: We’re having a party at Ela’s house. Would 

you like to join us?

Meryem: ……………… I’m going to go to Trabzon

with my father.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) Sure

b) That would be great

c) I’d love to but I can’t

d) That’s bettter

Muhammet: Would you like to see a movie?

Süleyman: Great idea. What do you have in your 

mind?

Muhammet: What do you think about “ Ice Age 3”

Süleyman: I don’t like animated movies. Do we 

have another choice.

Muhammet: What about “ My Name is Khan”

Süleyman: ……………….. Let’s watch it.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) That’s great c) It’s a boring movie

b) See you d) I’m sorry. I’m going to study

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

………………… 

I don’t like comedy 

movies.

I’m very bored.

Let’s watch a 

comedy movie.

Hi. I am Mehmet. I am a student. I love my 

classmates but Can is my best friend. I love Can

because he

(I) always backs me up

(II)sometimes lies to me

(III)gets on well with me

(IV)shares similar likes and dislikes with me.

Which of the following is ODD?

a)I                b) II                c) III                d) IV

Party Invitation

Dear:………………

Date:………………

Time:……………..

Place:……………..

Hope you can make it!

Which of the following does NOT complete the

invitation card?

a) At 7 p.m c) On Sunday

b) Friends                 d) Graduation party

Hamza is my best friend.  

We’re great buddies. I get on 

well with him because he 

always backs me up. We share 

similar likes and dislikes.

Which of the following is not CORRECT?

a) Hamza helps Ali when he needs.

b) Hamza lies to Ali.

c) Hamza counts on Ali.

d) Hamza has the same interests with Ali.

Ali
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Melisa

Melisa doesn’t like Ayça because…

a) she doesn’t tell the truth

b) she needs her

c) she helps her

d) she isn’t a liar

Who is Melisa’s closest  friend?

a) Ayça c) Songül

b) Tuğba d) Merve

7-

8-

9-

10-

Emre: Are you busy on Sunday. We are organising a 

party. Would you like to come?

Yusuf: What time is it?

Emre:  It is about 10 a.m.

Ömer: I’m going to study English. I have an exam 

on Monday so I can’t come

Ferhat: That would be great.

Yusuf: I have to stay at home. I’m going to help my 

mother.

Tuğba: Why not?

Songül: I would love to but I’m going to visit my 

grandparents.

Who accepts the invitation?

a) Ferhat – Tuğba b) Tuğba – Songül

b) Ömer – Yusuf        d) Ferhat – Yusuf

Read the speech bubbles and answer the questions

7 and 8. Read the conversation and answer the question

Ahmet:What are you doing tonight?

Adem:Not really; Why?

Ahmet: We are organizing a birthday party for 

Erdem. Would you like to join us?

Adem: That sounds fun. Where is it going to be?

Ahmet:It is going to be at my house on Sunday.

Adem: Ok. Do I need to bring anything?

Ahmet: No, everything is ready.

Which of the following does NOT have an answer

in the conversation?

a) When is the party?      

b) Where is the party?

c) Who is the party for?    

d) What time is the party?
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Answer Key

1- D

2- C

3- B

4- D

5- A

6- B

7- A

8- C

9- A

10- D
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